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Logistic regression frequently outperformed propensity score methods,
especially for large datasets: a simulation study
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Abstract
Objectives: In observational studies, researchers must select a method to control for confounding. Options include propensity score
(PS) methods and regression. It remains unclear how dataset characteristics (size, overlap in PSs, and exposure prevalence) influence
the relative performance of the methods.

Study Design and Setting: A simulation study to evaluate the role of dataset characteristics on the performance of PS methods,
compared to logistic regression, for estimating a marginal odds ratio was conducted. Dataset size, overlap in PSs, and exposure prevalence
were varied.

Results: Regression showed poor coverage for small sample sizes, but with large sample sizes was relatively robust to imbalance in PSs
and low exposure prevalence. PS methods displayed suboptimal coverage as overlap in PSs decreased, which was exacerbated at larger
sample sizes. Power of matching methods was particularly affected by a lack of overlap, low exposure prevalence, and small sample size.
The advantage of regression for large data size was reduced in sensitivity analysis with a complementary logelog outcome generation
mechanism and unmeasured confounding, with superior bias and error but inferior coverage to matching methods.

Conclusion: Dataset characteristics influence performance of methods for confounder adjustment. In many scenarios, regression may
be the preferable option. � 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Observational studies employing large, routinely
collected datasets are now commonplace in the health sci-
ences, exploiting new opportunities to study the effects of
treatments or exposures in representative cohorts. A key
concern in observational studies is how to address confound-
ing, to permit the estimation of the effect of the exposure on
an outcome [1,2]. Researchers frequently use regression or
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propensity scores (PSs) for this purpose, with the latter
increasing in popularity in the past few decades [3].

The popularity of PS methods for observational health
data can be attributed to several attractive features. They
offer intuitive checks for balance between groups which
are not possible using regression methods [2,4]. In addition,
they can be formulated without reference to the outcome.
This might reduce bias arising from ‘‘p-hacking’’ (when an-
alyses are selected on the basis of the results they produce)
[5] because the impact on the estimated treatment effect is
not known during development of the PS model [2].
Regression methods implicitly but heavily rely on extrapo-
lation when exposed and unexposed individuals have very
different confounder distributions [6,7]. This is more
explicit for PS methods because it manifests in the form
of highly variable inverse probability weights or a lack of
good matches. It is also appropriately reflected by reduced
certainty in the estimated exposure effect [6,7]. A final
reason may lie in the fact that PS methods, particularly
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What is new?

Key findings
� Key features of a dataset (size, exposure preva-

lence, and imbalance in propensity scores [PSs])
affect the performance of several approaches aim-
ing to address confounding.

What this adds to what was known?
� Multiple logistic regression is relatively robust to

low exposure prevalence and imbalance in the
PS, except in very small samples (N 5 100).

� For large sample sizes (N 5 10,000 or more), mul-
tiple logistic regression performed better, whereas
PS methods performed poorly as imbalance in PS
distributions increased.

� Although in some unmeasured confounding
scenarios the cumulative coverage and power per-
formance were higher in the nearest neighbor and
1-to-1 PS matching, this was driven by much larger
standard errors, and the absolute error and bias in
the point estimate were lower with multiple
regression.

What is the implication and what should change
now?
� In large observation studies of national registries or

primary care electronic health records, multiple
regression estimation may often be the optimal
choice in terms of simplicity and performance.

when PSs are used for matching, are frequently described
as ‘‘emulating’’ a randomized controlled trial. However, it
might not be clear to those using this phrase that the suc-
cess of this emulation depends on all confounders being
included in the estimation of the PS.

The variety of available methods for handling confound-
ing in observational studies creates a challenge for the
applied health researcher, who must select the best analytic
approach for the particular study at hand. For example, PS
matching excludes some data from the analysis, and so its
performance might depend on factors such as the study size
and the proportion of individuals who are exposed. In addi-
tion, PS methods were developed in an era preceding the
widespread availability of large health datasets and evalua-
tions of their performance have generally not considered
large sample sizes. Evidence is therefore lacking on the rela-
tive performance of these methods for the analysis of big
data. Previous studies have compared the results obtained
by applying different methods [8] or have used simulation
without investigating the impact of dataset characteristics
on performance [9,10]. We therefore conducted a
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comprehensive simulation study to evaluate commonly used
approaches for confounding control and to investigate the
factors affecting their performance, with the aim of
providing guidance for health researchers. We considered
the roles of data size, imbalance in confounding variables,
and the relative number of exposed to unexposed individuals.
2. Methods

Methodological details are provided in the supplemen-
tary file.

2.1. Propensity score

In a comparison of an exposed with a control group, PS
can be estimated using multiple logistic regression where
the binary outcome denotes membership of an exposed or
a comparator group. Covariates hypothesized to be associ-
ated with the outcome should be included in the multiple lo-
gistic regression model. The PS is the predicted probability p
of exposure. In practice, the regression coefficients must be
estimated and hence there is uncertainty in p that is not usu-
ally accounted for in the process (although it is possible to
do so, e.g., [7,11]). Following estimation, the next concern
is to verify that these are balanced across the two groups
[2]. Finally, PSs are incorporated into the analysis using
one of several approaches (Supplementary File).

2.2. Simulation study

We conducted a simulation study to evaluate PS
methods and covariate adjustment for confounding control
in observational studies and the dataset characteristics
affecting their performance.

2.2.1. Data generating model
To investigate the influence of data size, we considered

sample sizes of 100, 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000 to capture
scenarios in which large databases are available for anal-
ysis. We also investigated various scenarios for the distribu-
tion of the exposed and comparator groups: equal group
sizes, imbalanced group sizes, and substantially imbalanced
group sizes. A third varying parameter was baseline imbal-
ance for the covariates, which took on five different pat-
terns, ranging from well-overlapping PS to almost
completely nonoverlapping PS for the two comparison
groups. Figure 1 shows the PS distributions when equally
exposed and comparator group sizes.

The simulation was implemented in Stata v 15.1 [12].
We used the drawnorm command to draw observations
from multivariate normal distributions, which were dichot-
omized for some variables. The generated variables
included binary exposure E, binary covariate X1, and
continuous covariates X2, X3, X4, and X5. Correlations were
set to be low between all variables except for two of the co-
variates and the exposure. Following that, the outcome Y



Fig. 1. Simulated propensity score scenarios, when Pr (E 5 1) 5 0.5.
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was generated using a logit model. However, as a sensi-
tivity analysis, we generated Y using a complementary
logelog model, to ensure that performance of PS methods
and regression was evaluated under more neutral condi-
tions. In additional sensitivity analyses, we included an un-
measured confounder in the outcome generation
mechanism (a continuous covariate X6 which did not
feature in the analytical models), for either the logit or
complementary logelog model.
2.2.2. Analyses
A total of five analytical approaches were evaluated.

First, PSs were estimated using logistic regression with
exposure as the outcome variable [13]. Next, the PSs were
used in four logistic regression models: (1) exposure and
the PS as independent variables (PS covariate); (2) expo-
sure as the only independent variable, with the number of
times each observation appeared in the aforementioned
nearest-neighbourematched dataset as a frequency weight
(nearest neighbor matching); (3) exposure as the only inde-
pendent variable, following one-to-one matching without
replacement, when absolute difference on the PS was less
than 10-2 (Caliper matching); and (4) exposure as the only
independent variable and the PS used as an inverse proba-
bility treatment weight (IPTW). Note that in this study, we
use standard logistic regression following matching rather
than a version intended for matched data; we return to this
point in the discussion. We also performed logistic
regression with the exposure and all five covariates
included as independent variables (not using the PS), fol-
lowed by regression standardization, as a fifth approach
[14]. Standardization is necessary so that regression targets
the same quantity as PS approaches (Target of inference
and Supplementary File). We used the margins command
with the postoption following logistic regression to achieve
this and used the delta method to compute confidence inter-
vals on the log odds scale.

2.2.3. Target of inference
We evaluated themethods against themarginal odds ratio,

which is a measure of the exposure effect at the population
level. We calculated the marginal odds ratio for each simu-
lated dataset, using the method described by Austin [9].
When there is no heterogeneity in treatment effect, caliper
and nearest neighbor matching, IPTW, and multiple logistic
regression with standardization, all estimate the marginal
odds ratio [9,14]. PS covariate actually targets a different
quantity; the odds ratio conditional on the PS [7,15,16].
We include it here due to its popularity and to compare to
other methods.

2.2.4. Performance measures
One thousand datasets were simulated for each scenario.

We considered four performance measures: mean absolute
error, bias, coverage, and power. Mean absolute error is
the mean of the absolute difference between the estimate
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and the true parameter. Bias is the mean difference between
the estimate and the true parameter. Coverage is the propor-
tion of 95% confidence intervals for the estimate, based on
a normal approximation, that contains the true parameter.
Finally, we calculated power by the proportion of iterations
where the null was rejected when it was actually false.
Although power as a metric can be problematic in the pres-
ence of bias, it is essential for a complete comparison.
However, to obtain a more meaningful metric, power-
related statistical significance was calculated one-sided
(i.e., statistically more than zero rather than statistically
different). We also evaluated model convergence. The other
metrics were only computed when convergence for a partic-
ular method in a simulation setting was 25% or more,
otherwise they were set to missing.
3. Results

Figures 2e7 show the results of the main simulation
study. Supplementary Tables S 1e3 give the numerical re-
sults, including standard errors for the performance metrics.
The performance estimates were sufficiently precise. Re-
sults for the sensitivity analyses (neutral comparisons and
introduction of an unmeasured confounder) are shown in
S Figures 1e19. We describe the results for the main anal-
ysis below, noting where sensitivity analyses resulted in de-
partures from the main study results.

3.1. Convergence

As expected, convergence of all methods was adversely
affected by reduced exposure prevalence, decreasing
Fig. 2. Converg
overlap in PS, and reduced sample size (Figure 2). All ap-
proaches converged infrequently at smaller sample sizes
when there was little overlap in PS; IPTW and multiple lo-
gistic regression were most robust. With n5 100,000, these
two methods generally converged even when the PS distri-
butions were not overlapping (scenario 5) and exposure
prevalence was very low (5%), although use of a comple-
mentary logelog link for outcome generation adversely
affected this behavior (Supplementary File). Convergence
for PS covariate was particularly affected by confounding
(a lack of PS overlap); convergence was actually reduced
when there was little overlap for larger (n 5 100,000)
compared to smaller (n 5 1,000, n 5 10,000) sample sizes.
This was also observed when comparing datasets of
n5 100,000 to n5 10,000 for caliper matching and nearest
neighbor matching when exposure prevalence was low
(10%) or very low (5%).
3.2. Bias and absolute error

Bias and mean absolute error were consistently low for
multiple logistic regression compared to other methods
(Figs. 3 and 4), although IPTW was less biased for
n 5 100, when exposure prevalence was very low (5%)
and there was an overlap in PS distributions. Both measures
were affected by sample size, with bias and/or error in the
presence of nonoverlapping PS distributions actually
becoming more pronounced with increasing data size for
some methods. IPTW in particular had high bias and error
when overlap was low and sample sizes were large. Caliper
matching was consistently better than nearest neighbor
matching. Despite targeting a different estimate, PS
ence (%).



Fig. 3. Bias.
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covariate fared relatively well, although performance broke
down under challenging circumstances (combinations of
low exposure prevalence, small sample size, and little over-
lap in PS).
Fig. 4. Mean abs
3.3. Power and coverage

In the main scenario, power was generally as high or
higher than other methods for multiple logistic
olute error.



Fig. 5. Power (%).
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regression, although IPTW had higher power in several
scenarios where PS distributions were nonoverlapping
(Figure 5). Coverage of IPTW was generally poor in
these scenarios, however (Figure 6), and performance
Fig. 6. Covera
was consistently inferior when both power and coverage
were considered (Figure 7). Power of matching methods
was greatly affected by a lack of overlap in PS distribu-
tions. For caliper matching without replacement, when
ge (%).



Fig. 7. Mean of coverage and power (%).
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there is substantial imbalance, there will tend to be few
matches. Consequently, power when there was reduced
overlap was sometimes superior for nearest neighbor
matching. In addition, sample size following matching
is smaller when exposure prevalence is low, and this also
affected power for matching compared to other methods,
particularly when sample sizes were small to start off
with. Coverage was decreased at n 5 100,000 for the
matching methods compared to sample sizes of 1,000
and 10,000 when there was imbalance in PS. Power of
PS covariate compared to other PS methods was only
favorable when there was a considerable overlap in PS
distributions or 50% exposure prevalence; coverage was
frequently but not consistently superior. However, when
a complementary logelog link was used to generate the
outcome, coverage was sometimes inferior for logistic
regression compared to 1-to-1 and nearest neighbor PS
matching, specifically with larger data size and modest
or high imbalance in PS. This was exacerbated when
an unmeasured confounder was added to the complemen-
tary logelog link scenario. Power tended to be poor for
matching methods in these scenarios (both with and
without unmeasured confounding). Overall, when
considering power and coverage as a composite, 1-to-1
and nearest neighbor matching appeared superior to
regression for large data size when a complementary
logelog model was used to generate the outcome and
there was unmeasured confounding. However, logistic
regression remained superior in both absolute error and
bias across all these scenarios.
4. Discussion

Multiple logistic regression followed by standardization
was consistently superior to PS approaches, although
coverage still fell short of the advertised level for very
small sample sizes (n 5 100) or for sample sizes of
1,000 when there was a limited overlap in PS distributions.
It was observed to be quite robust to imbalance in PS for
large sample sizes (10,000 or more), even when exposure
prevalence was very low. Findings were broadly consistent
in the three sensitivity analyses, with the exception of
coverage for some scenarios, although that was driven by
inflated standard error for PS methods. We discuss this
extensively in the Supplementary File.

Coverage of PS methods was frequently suboptimal, as
has been previously observed for a non-null marginal odds
ratio [9]. As anticipated, relative performance of PS
methods depended on dataset characteristics. Ahead of
the study, it was anticipated that matching using PS might
be particularly affected by small sample size, imbalance in
the PS distributions, and low exposure prevalence.
Although power was affected by these factors, overall per-
formance of matching methods withstood these challenges
better than IPTW. Matching methods also converged more
frequently than did adjusting for the PS as a covariate in the
presence of imbalance in PS distributions and large data
sizes (10,000 or more). Caliper matching was slightly
preferred to nearest neighbor matching overall, although
nearest neighbor did achieve superior power and coverage
in some scenarios.
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IPTW displayed poor performance as an overlap in PS
decreased. This suggests that IPTW is only suitable when
there is a substantial overlap in PS, highlighting the impor-
tance of examining distributions of the estimated PS [2,17].
Vandersteedt and Daniels similarly found poor performance
of IPTW when there was a limited overlap in PS, up to a
sample size of 1,000; our results show that sample sizes
considerably larger than this do not alleviate the problems
[7]. However, we did not consider the use of stabilized or
truncated weights [18], and it is unclear whether these
would have led to improved performance. We have also
not considered methods accounting for uncertainty in the
PS estimation in this study.

PS covariate does not estimate the marginal odds ratio
but instead targets a different and arguably unusual
quantitydthe odds ratio conditional on the PS. Perfor-
mance against the marginal odds ratio was generally unac-
ceptable, frequently falling short of the advertised coverage
level when there was no high overlap in PS distributions
and when there were small numbers of exposed partici-
pants, and for large data sizes (10,000 or more), balance
did not guarantee appropriate coverage. PS covariate did
not usually converge for larger data sizes when there was
less overlap in PS distribution.

Although we have considered the role of dataset charac-
teristics in selecting a method for controlling confounding,
there are several outstanding questions. One question is
whether a paired or unpaired version of regression should
be used after PS matching. There is uncertainty around this
point because people matched on their PS may nonetheless
differ in terms of their covariate values. This question has
been addressed in relation to continuous outcomes [19],
but it remains to settle the issue in relation to binary out-
comes. Suboptimal coverage against a non-null marginal
odds ratio has been previously observed for several
methods for analysing paired data following PS matching
[9], and in the present study we also found this to hold
when using an unpaired regression method. A direct com-
parison would be useful for future work.

By design, we did not include covariates in the regres-
sion models incorporating the PS (as a covariate, with
IPTW, or following matching). Including covariates in the
PS covariate approach results in a doubly robust estimator,
which offers valid inference in relation to some summary
measures of the exposure effect (other than odds ratios)
provided that one of the PS model and outcome model
are correctly specified [20,21]. Aside from this protection
against misspecification, Vansteelandt and Davies found
some power advantages when additionally adjusting for co-
variates in the outcome regression model compared to ad-
justing for the PS alone [7]. Consistent benefits of
adjusting for covariates when using IPTW were not
observed.

We have not considered the case where there is hetero-
geneity in the exposure effect across strata defined by the
PS. When there is heterogeneity, different PS methods
target different quantities and might produce substantially
different answers as a result [22,23]. For example, match-
ing estimates the exposure effect in the population corre-
sponding to those who were exposed in the study because
the matching process produces a sample with similar PS
distributions to the exposed group [23] (or rather, for
caliper matching, similar to the exposed participants for
whom unexposed matches could be found [22]). These con-
siderations motivate the suggestion that the possibility of an
interaction between the PS and exposure should be
routinely examined [24].

The study has some other limitations. For example, we
have not considered data sizes larger than 100,000, and
so we are extrapolating by supposing our results would
apply to even larger datasets. Although we have considered
several data-generating mechanisms, they are all fairly sim-
ple, which could have plausibly favored regression. We
have also not considered scenarios with large numbers of
confounders. PS methods are likely to be more useful here,
particularly when the number of outcome events is rela-
tively low. We have also not considered possible variations
or alternatives to PS matching, such as use of different cal-
ipers, or coarsened exact matching [25]. Finally, we note
that the implications of the current results for estimating
alternative effect measures, such as the risk difference, war-
rant consideration.
5. Conclusion

Researchers analysing observational data often face
difficult analytical choices, whereas PS approaches are
not easy to implement in large databases of electronic
health records. Our results show how key features of a da-
taset (size, exposure prevalence, and imbalance in PS)
affect the performance of several approaches aiming to
address confounding. This study suggests that multiple lo-
gistic regression is relatively robust to low exposure prev-
alence and imbalance in PS, outside of very small sample
sizes. For large sample sizes, multiple logistic regression
was clearly the preferred method, especially in the main
scenario, whereas PS methods performed poorly as imbal-
ance in PS distributions increased, and this was not miti-
gated by large sample size or balanced group sizes. This
highlights the importance of examining overlap in PS if
these methods are to be used but also suggests that their
performance is worst when the problem they are intended
to solve is most severe. Coverage of logistic regression
was inferior to 1-to-1 and nearest neighbor PS matching
methods in some large-data scenarios, but what was driven
by much larger standard errors in these two matching ap-
proaches, whereas logistic regression remained the best
performer in mean absolute error and bias. In large obser-
vational studies, multiple regression estimation appears to
be the optimal choice, both in terms of simplicity and
performance.
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